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ABSTRACT 

Airborne measurements of the absolute vertical electric field (E-field) of the 
radiated electromagnetic pulse were attempted for Shots Little Feller II and 
Small Boy.   Instrumentation included calibrated vertical whip antennas, wide- 
band magnetic tape recorders, and photographs of oscilloscope traces.   One 
instrumented aircraft participated in Little Feller n (C-131F); two aircraft 
participated in Small Boy (a C-131F and an A-3A).   No detectable signals were 
recorded for either event. 

It is concluded that the vertical E-field intensities encountered were below 
the calibrated levels of the instrumentation or the method of instrumentation 
and calibration was inadequate for nonrepetitive pulse signals. 
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AIRBORNE E-FIELD RADIATION MEASUREMENTS OF 
ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE PHENOMENA 

INTRODXTION 

The U. S. Naval Missile Center  (NMC) was approached by representatives 

of the Continental Test Organization (CTO), Field Command, Defense Atomic 

Support Agency (FC/DASA), during late May 1962 with a proposal that NMC 

make certain radio frequency (RF)  field intensity measurements during 

Shot Small Boy, Operation Sun Beam.    The Commander, NMC,made a study of 

the project requirements and the NMC capabilities and decided that NMC 

could properly prosecute the project utilizing presently available equip- 

ment.    The Naval Missile Center is a field activity of the Bureau of 

Naval Weapons, Department of the Navy.    Informal permission from the 

Bureau of Naval Weapons was obtained before any further preparations were 

attempted.    The Chief, DASA, formally requested the participation of NMC 

in a Secret message to the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO).    CMC directed 

that the Bureau of Naval Weapons provide the support of NMC to participate 

in Shot Small Boy as requested by the Chief, DASA, provided there would 

be no interference to normally assigned Bureau of Naval Weapons missile 

project tasks. 







2. The expected field inten.ities were of such magnitude that a 

Urge attenuation of the signal would be required before the signal  is 

injected into the field intensity meter input;  otherwise the receiver 

would be overloaded or damaged.    Additionally,   if the attenuator were 

installed to decrease the input signal and then the field intensity 

meter was used  to amplify the signal  for a recordable output,  the field 

intensity meter is being used only as a selective  filter and an RF detector. 

3. The  field intensities anticipated were expected to be in a 

short pulse of energy which could cause considerable difficulties within 

the field intensity measurement equipment circuitry, which is designed 

for the measurement of steady state RF energy.    Difficulties such as 

ringing or shock excitation of tuned networks would be experienced.    Also, 

the anticipated sharp rise times would not be within the design limita- 

tions of the automatic gain control,  feedback, and detection circuitry 

of the field intensity meter. 

For the above reasons, it was decided that the incoming pulse of 

energy would be recorded directly on magnetic tape utilizing wide-band 

instrumentation equipment, which would reduce the active electronic 

circuitry to the pre-amps of the magnetic tape recorder.    In addition, 

band-pass filters and logarithmic and compression amplifiers were investi- 

gated in an effort to reduce inter-modulation distortion and to increase 

the dynamic range of the recording instruments.    These devices and 

techniques were abandoned because of time limitations and also in an 

effort to^educe the active electronic circuitry and simplify the instru- 

mentation.    See Table 1 for specifications of the airborne recording 
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instruments.    See Figure 5 for a line drawing of the assembled airborne 

instrumentation. 

The dynamic range of an average airborne  instrumentation tape recorder 

operating in a direct or analog mode is approximately 50 db, that is, 

the ratio of the largest signal readable upon playback just before head 

saturation to the  smallest signal readable  above inherent record/playback 

noise.    The anticipated signals as reported by CTO FC/DASA were to be in 

the range of from in the planned position of the C-131F 

for Small Boy.    The predicted vertical E-field directly over GZ (for 

Small Boy and Little Feller II; was predicted to be zero by these same 

CTO PC/DASA personnel.    For this reason, each channel of the airborne 

tape recorders was set for dift'erent amounts  of signal attenuation.    The 

attenuators also provided additional isolation between recorder pre-amp 

circuitry.    Various active (cathode follower) and passive (transformer) 

impedance matching devices were investigated for Insertion between the 

antenna pedestal and the antenna cables.    None were found that were 

acceptable or commercially available in the short preparation time 

available. 

The antennas were vertical whip antennas mounted under the two air- 

craft (C-131F and A-3A) as shown In Figures 2 and 3.   The antennas used were 

readily available antennas normally used for telemetry and missile range digital 

timing signals.   The pylon antennas (Figure 4) had specially constructed ground- 

planes adapted to the pylons, whereas the fuselage antenna used the aircraft skin 

as a ground plane.   The telemetry antennas are quarter-wave resonant at ap- 
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proxJmately 400 Mc.   The antenna used on the A-3A aircraft was a 400-Mc 

antenna, installed on the nose wheel door and is normally utilized for telemetry 

and timing equipment.   Figure 1 does not include the A-3A antenna measurements, 

but these approach those of the C-131F antennas shown in Figure 1. 

For recording of signals outside the record-playback capability of 

the airborne instrumentation, two methods were utilized: 

1. Envelope detection of the incoming signals, using video crystal 

detectors.    The pulse envelope is detected and recorded rather than the 

RF content of the pulse. 

2. Direct connection of an antenna lead-in cable to the deflection 

plates of a Tektronix 545 oscilloscope cathode ray tube.    In by-passing 

the oscilloscope pre-amplifiers, which are band-pass limited to 30 

megacycles in even the best oscilloscopes available, the recorded signal 

Is only frequency limited by the geometry of the cathode ray tube itself. 

The upper frequency limit is purely a function of the transit time of 

the electron stream from the cathode to the phosphorescent screen.    This 

frequency limit was not calculated or measured but was assumed to be 

above the 100-to 200-megacycle spectrum desired, assuming normal cathode 

ray tube high voltage. 
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Calibration 

The calibration of the test equipment and instrumentation was 

accomplished,  using standard procedures except as described below.    All 

calibrations were made using known signals of continuous wave or modulated 

continuous wave characteristics.    Correlation to signals of non-periodic 

pulses was not attempted due to the lack of a source of calibrated non- 

periodic pulse signals and the limitation of the field intensity 

equipment in the measureme-* of pulse  type signals. 

Radiation patterns of the antennas, which are physically very short 

compared to the wave lengths of the receiving signals, are those of a 

simple dipcle regardless of the location on the aircraft.    The orientation 

of the equivalent-dipole axis with respect to the vertical will depend 

upon the antenna location.    For the antenna positions chosen the electric- 

field fringing produced by the air frame for incident fields is polarized 

in the three principal directions—vertical, longitudinal and transverse. 

The antenna locations were predetermined by practical considerations such 

as physical mounting connections and electrical cable connections. 

Electrical fringing and aircraft flight attitude were not considered to 

be large sources of error, so purely vertical polarization was assumed. 

Antenna sensitivity is the same as it would be on a flat ground plane 

except that it is reduced due to the field fringing produced by the air 

frame.    The most difficult calibration involved in the measurements 
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attempted was in the area of antenna efficiency, effective length, 

polarization, and patterns. 

As background  for the method of antenna calibration, the following 

is a theoretical basis for the assumptions made. 

A radiated continuous wave sinusoidal vertical E-field intercepted 

by a vertical antenna will set electrons in motion in the antenna.    This 

electron motion constitutes a current that varies in accordance with 

variations of the vertical E-field.    The induced electron motion or 

current in a vertical stub antenna is not uniform along the antenna and 

becomes zero at the tip of the antenna.    The open circuit voltage capable 

of producing the current measured at the base of the antenna is equal to 

an    effective height times      the electric intensity of the field measured 

in volts per meter. 

The dipole factor of a given antenna or calibrated antenna of a 

field intensity meter is defined as the ratio of field intensity in volts 

per meter to the voltage across the antenna input terminals or input ter- 

minals of a field intensity meter. 

Dipole Factor =   field ^^! W 
input voltage 

Host field intensity meters are calibrated in terms of the voltage appearing 

across their input terminals.    Therefore,  the field intensity can be 

obtained by multiplying the meter reading by the dipole factor. 
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When the vertical antenna is short compared to the electrical wave 

length,  the  shape  for a radiated  (or receiving)  pattern including the 

effect of the antenna ground plane reflection is approximately omni- 

directional  in all three planes.    At low frequencies where the antenna 

is electrically very short, the antenna pattern becomes uniform for varying 

depression angles  from the horizontal. 

The calibration curves shown in Figure  1 were obtained by using a 

substitution method with a field intensity meter,  a  signal generator, 

and several  known continuous wave and modulated continuous wave radio 

stations.    The calibration curves were obtained in the following manner: 

The aircraft was placed in a position on the ground in a location 

as free as possible from metal objects, electronic interference, and 

shading by ferrous structures.    At this position,  a field intensity meter 

was tuned to a series of known radio stations at various frequencies. 

Measurements were made at several frequencies from 15.8 kilocycles up to 

1,500 kilocycles.    After each reading was completed, using the special 

instrumentation antenna, the antenna was disconnected and a signal genera- 

tor was adjusted to obtain the same reading on the field intensity meter 

as was obtained using the known radio source. The voltage output of the 

signal generator was noted.    Next, the signal generator output was adjusted 

to a higher signal level until the field intensity meter inside the aircraft 

indicated the same signal strength obtained when well clear of the aircraft 

and using the calibrated field intensity antenna.    In this substitution 

method the antenna effectiveness index or dipole factor was determined. 

17 
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This effectiveness index also included the attenuation of the coaxial 

cables between the antenna terminals and the recorder inputs. With the 

signal generator connected to the aircraft antenna terminals, the level 

was adjusted to various levels to determine the minimum detectable signal 

(MDS) that could be recorded and discerned upon playback. With the field 

strength of each radio signal known, the antenna effectiveness known for 

each calibration point, and the MDS of the recorder known, a direct com- 

putation of minimum detectable signals expected is made. The calibration 

in Figure 1 includes the attenuation due to mismatch caused by parallel 

loading of several recorder inputs using a single antenna. 

Flight Paths. Little Feller II. The C-131F, 141024, participated 

in Shot Little Feller II. The aircraft staged to Nellis AFB and remained 

overnight the night of 6 July 1962. The aircraft reported on-station 

over Area 18 at approximately H-45 minutes and entered a 6-minute holding 

pattern at 4,500 feet over GZ. The flight path was adjusted to compensate 

for winds and placed the aircraft directly over GZ at each 6-minute inter- 

val before Time Zero (To). Pilot judgment was the only means of position- 

ing the aircraft, and it appeared that the aircraft was directly over GZ 

at T I the aircraft instruments indicated! o 

Indicated Air Speed 155 knots 

Aircraft Heading 164 degrees magnetic 
(180 degrees T) 

Aircraft Altitude 9,960 feet MSL 

Outside Air Temperature 61 degrees F 
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High density goggles were worn by all crewmen, but the flash at 

detonation was not very intense.    It is believed that vision would not have 

been impaired if normal sun glasses had been used, because of the low 

yield and the bright sky conditions. 

Shock-wave passage was quite sharp but of low intensity.    No fluctu- 

ation in the pressure altimeters was noted,  other than that observable 

during normal turbulence.    The aircraft landed at  Indian Springs AFB for 

radiation monitoring before returning to. Nellis AFB. 

Small Bov.    The C-131F aircraft departed Point Mugu, California, 

at 0745 PDT, anticipating zero time of 1000. Upon reporting over Camp 

Mercury at 0915, a 1-hour delay in the countdown commenced.    The decision 

was made to remain airborne at reduced power settings for fuel conserva- 

tion.    An additional 30-minute delay later changed zero time to 1130.    The 

aircraft entered a race-track pattern over a position 10,600 feet from GZ 

at an altitude of 13,678 feet MSL.    The flight path was adjusted to com- 

pensate for winds and placed the aircraft on a track to pass over a ground 

marker located due east of GZ at a distance 10,600 feet. 

At T ,    the aircraft instruments indicated» 

Indicated Air Speed 

Aircraft Heading 

Aircraft Altitude 

Outside Air Temperature 

155 knots 

170 degrees magnetic 
(186 degrees T) 

13,680 feet, MSL 

32 degrees F 
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For eye protection, high-density goggles were worn by all crew members. 

The position of the aircraft was judaed to be directly over the required 

position at T .    Shcck-wave passage was quite sharp but did not appear to 

stress the aircraft any more than heavy turbulent air or a harder than 

normal landing.    The shock-wave passage caused the pressure altimeter to 

fluctuate 500 to 700 feet above and then 500 to 700 feet below the actual 

altitude.    The aircraft landed at Indian Springs AFB for radiation moni- 

toring before returning to Point Mugu. 

The A-3A, 130352, aircraft departed Point Mugu, California,  at 0830 

PDT, anticipating a zero time of 1000.    Upon reporting over Camp Mercury 

at 0915, a 1-hour delay in the countdown commenced.    Sufficient fuel was 

available for a 1-hour hold, but anticipating further delays, the pilot 

decided to land at Nellis AFB for fuel and to await a firm H-l hour 

countdown.    Airborne again at 1045, the aircraft entered the planned 

6-minute holding pattern over the Nevada Test Site to pass directly over 

GZ at an altitude of 18,078 feet at T . 

At T , the aircraft instruments indicatedi o 

Indicated Air Speed 250 knots 

Aircraft Heading 164 degrees magnetic 
(180 degrees T) 

Aircraft Altitude 18,080 feet, MSL 

The aircraft appeared to be correctly in position directly over GZ' 

at T .    The effect of the shock wave appeared to be no greater than the 

effect of a harder than normal landing.    After the event, the A-3A landed 

20 
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at Indian Springs AFB for radiation measurements before returning to 

Point Mugu. 

Photo triangulation was attempted from two E.G. & G.  ground stations 

for after-the-fact aircraft position information.    The photo information 

was inconclusive.    One camera station used an improper exposure, and no 

information was obtained.     The other photo station did not  function properly 

and the two aircraft (C-131F and A-3A) were indistinguishable. 

RESULTS 

Analysis of magnetic tapes,  film stripes, and memory tube photographs 

indicated no detectable signals other than expected instrumentation and 

inherent noise. 

The C-131F was the only aircraft equipped with a readable radiation 

dosimeter.    The dosimeter was used only during Shot Small Boy.    The 

dosimeter indicated a radiation dosage of approximately 60 mr. 

The AN/ASH-14 microwave refractometer was utilized during the 

descent to Indian Springs AFB after each participation of the C-131F. 

The results of these recordings are shown in Figures 6 and 7, 

The refractive index N is defined as the ratio of the velocity of 

propagation of electromagnetic wave in a vacuum to the velocity of 

propagation in a specific air sample.    Since radio waves travel slightly 

slower in air than in a vacuum,  the index is slightly greater than unity. 

In order to have numbers that are convenient,  the refractive  index is 

10^ expressed as (N-l)      ,  or  simply N.    Surface values for refractive index 
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range from 1.000250 to 1.000400 or 250N to 400N.    The rate of change of 

the refractive index is -12N units per 1,000 feet,    A subrefractive  index 

gradient is algebraically greater than 42N per ipOQ feet.    A subrefractive 

index gradient decreases the radio horizon which results in a shorter 

propagation range.    A super-refractive index occurs when the refractive 

index gradient is algebraically less than -12N units per ipOO feet.    Such 

super-standard refractive index gradients may cause extensions of the 

radio horizon up to 30 percent. 

Figure ( 6)t    7 July 1962    1200 POT refractive sounding.    As indicated 

in Figure    6,  the relative N did not decrease with altitude as compared to 

the standard atmosphere of -12N per IjOOO feet.   As typical of desert 

thermal conditions at the Nevada Test Site,  subrefractive conditions 

prevailed and a decrease in refractive N units of only -7.9N units per 

1,000 feet was measured.    This subrefractive would cause any maximum 

radar ranges to be less than normal for transmitters located at any 

altitude within the air mass due to a decrease in range of the radio 

horizon. 

Figure (7)»    14 July 1962 1150 PPT refractive sounding.    This 

figure indicates no change In the type of refraction prevailing over the 

area.    Due to the thermal characteristics of the air mass, subrefractive 

conditions could be expected.    Measurements conducted Indicate a small 

degree of subrefraction, and the result would be that maximum radar range 

would probably be decreased by approximately 3 percent   due to a decrease 

in range of the radio horizon. 

22 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. The two NMC aircraft of Project 7.16 successfully participated 

in Shots Little Feller II and Small Boy as requested. 

2. The positioning of the aircraft at planned positions relative 

to GZ was as accurate as pilot  judgment and ability would allow. 

3. Instrumentation  in both aircraft performed properly and was 

accurately calibrated in the manner described. 

• 4.    The vertical E-field  intensity of the electromagnetic pulse 

was apparently below the threshold sensitivity of the installed instru- 

mentation or the method of instrumentation and calibration was inadequate 

for non-repetitive pulse signals. 

All equipment performed properly with the following exceptions: 

1, During Shot Little Feller II, the AR-300 Ampex video recorder 

did not operate correctly because power-cable phasing discrepancies did 

not allow the recorder to operate in the    record    position, 

2, During Shot Small Boy, the port pylon antenna separated from 

the aircraft in flight.    It is possible that the shock-wave passage 

caused the antenna stub to break in its mount.    The antenna had been 

installed on the aircraft  for the previous 8 days and had withstood 12.9 

hours of flight before the D-day flight of 4 hours, 

3, The instrumentation data in the A-3A was  found to be useless 

upon completion of operation.     A ground loop in the antenna cabling 

induced 400-cycle signals upon the magnetic tape beyond tape saturation. 
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Becaus« of the absence of detectable signals on any of the instru- 

mentation in either of the aircraft,  it is assumed that the vertical 

E-field signal  levels were below the calibrated minimum detectable signal 

levels as shown in Figure 1    or the methods of instrumentation and cali- 

bration were inadequate for non-repetitive pulse signals. 

Each airborne tape recorder had one channel available to record the 

voice countdown, as broadcast on guard channel 243.0 Mc. 

It was interesting to note that tht T    tone was not modulated in 

any manner at the time of detonation.    In a  like manner,  there was an 

absence of any noise or spike of energy recorded on any of the audio tracks 

of the three recorders using separate AN/ARC-27 UHF transceivers. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

Objectives, positioning, and information concerning expected 

signal strengths were supplied by PC/DASA personnel because of the late 

request for such support by PC/DASA.    Experimental models were not 

investigated except by reference to the Small Boy Pre-Test Analysis 

Report during the one month preparation time, which included several 

practice flights before instrumentation could be designed, assembled, 

and installed.    It is also regretable that Project 7.16 participation 

was on the basis of   not to interfere with normally assigned tasks. 

This required constant reconfiguration of aircraft instrumentation so 

that normal missile projects could be prosecuted whenever event Small 

Boy   was delayed.    The several reconfigurations contributed greatly to 
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the    confidence level    of the reported results.    The absence of any 

data  (due to 400-cycle power supply ground loops)  from the A-3A partici- 

pation is directly attributable to the  last minute reconfiguration of 

the Small Boy instrumentation the evening before the actual event. 
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TABLE 1   SPECIFICATIONS OF AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION 

C-131F 

Recorders: Manufacturers 

Precision Instruments c9rp. Amp?x Co^£. 

Model No. PS-207 AR-300 

Number of channels 7 3 

Tape speed 60 ips 25 ips (head to tape 
1300 ips) 

Frequency response 100 cps - 350 kc 10 cps - 4 Mc 
100 cps - 15 kc (audio 

channel) 

Input  level 0.15 to 50 volts RMS 2 volts 

Dynamic range 35 db at 1% harmonic 
distortion 

30 db 

Rise time NA 0.18 microseconds 
(10 to 90*) 

Oscilloscopest 

Tektronix Model 545 

Hughes Memo-Scope Model 104-D 

Camerast 

High-Speed Strip Film Camera>    Photographic Instrumentation and 

Development Company, Model 0C-400O camera operated at 600 inches per 

second, 1,000 feet per reel, operated open shutter for continuous strip 

film of Tektronix 545 trace. 

Polaroid!    Oscilloscope camera mounted on the Hughes 104-D Memo-Scope. 

Antennast 

Two stub  antennas vertically polarized and mounted on pylon» on the 

C-131Fi    (l)  length of stub:  13^ inches; and (2)  diameter of ground plane: 

30 incftes. 
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TABLE 1    CONTINUED 

Attenuators:    Kay Electric Company, Model  30-0 attenuators. 

On-stub  antenna mounted underneath  aircraft  fuselage,  sa~e 

physical dimensions as the pylon antennas, except the ground plane was 

the aircraft fuselage. 

Microwave refractometer (AN/ASH-14): 

This  instrument made use of two stabilized klystron oscillators 

turned to X-band  frequencies; the  frequency of each oscillator was 

determined by an associated cavity.    One cavity is sealed iiside the 

equipment and acted as a reference, while the other is exposed to the 

atmospnere.    The changes of density of the atmosphere causes a proportional 

change in the frequency of the associated oscillator.    The difference of 

frequency of the two oscillators was  linear, with change in refractive 

index.    This information was recorded on an X-Y plotter, showing refractive 

index versus altitude. 

A-3A 

Recorderi 

Ampex 800 

Channelsi    7 

Tape Speedi    60 ips 

Frequency response:    300 cps - 400kc 

Input level:    1 volt RMS 

Dynamic range:    35 db for  1% Harmonic distortion 

Output level:     1 volt RMS 

Antenna t 

. AT-126 mounted on the underside of the nose-wheel door. 
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Figure 1.    C-131F antenna sensitivity chart. 
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Figure 5.    Line drawing of airborne Instrumentation. 
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Figure 6.    Atmospheric refractive index for 7 July 1962, Shot Little Feller II. 
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Figure 7.    Atmospheric refractive index for 14 July 1962, Shot Small Boy. 
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